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A fast, low noise preamplifier, a signal shaping filter and a fast

sampling ADC circuit have been developed for fine sampling dE/dx measure-

ment with a longitudinal drift chamber. dE/dx has been sampled with a

time interval of 40ns which corresponds to a gas thickness of 1.4mm in

Ar(90%)/CH,(10%). Parameters of each circuit have been adjusted to match

with this sampling interval. It is found that the signal tail cancella-

tion is crucial to obtain better dE/dx resolution when the wider drift

space is used, and this can be realized with a pole-zero shortening filter

and a semi-Gaussian shaping integrator.
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1. Introduction

Charged particle identification by the use of dE/dx measurement in

the drift chamber has been studied extensively, because this method is

very effective for identifying individual particles in jets at high

energy collisions. It was suggested experimentally by Ludlam el; al.

that the particle identification could be improved when dE/dx was measured

with many samples of very thin gas layers. In practice, this very fine

dE/dx sampling can be realized with a longitudinal drift chamber and a

fast-sampling ADC.

We have studied this method with a test chamber, which has a drift

region of 51mm and a gas multiplication region of 10mm x lOnnn where a

20vim anode wire is placed at the center. Principle of this method is shown

in Fig. 1. Charged particles pass through the chamber paralell to the

drift field and ionized electrons are collected and gas-multiplied at the

anode wire. Signals from the anode wire are amplified and their ampli-

tudes are sampled by a fast sampling ADC. The sampling interval of 40ns

is chosen in the present study because the speed of the commercially

available flash ADC is limited to 25 MHz. Also the time spread due to

the diffusion of drifting electrons in this chamber geometry is in the

comparable order.
2)

Detailed results of the chamber performance are described elsewhere .

In this paper, the readout electronics used in this study are described.

Analogue part of our electronics system is arranged in reference to the
3)excellent paper by Boie et al. , adjusting parameters to match with 40ns

sampling intervals.

2. Blockdiagram of Readout Electronics

Figure 2 shows a blockdiagram of the readout electronics for the fine

dE/dx sampling with the longitudinal drift chamber. A fast, low noise

preamplifier is attached to the sensing anode wire directly. The output

signal from the preamplifier is sent to the electronics hut via RG-59/U

coaxial cable of 20m long. We tested two schemes for analogue signal

shaping. In the first scheme (a), the signal from the preamplifier is,

at first, amplified with AMP-1 by a factor of 8 and amplitudes of large
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pulses are limited with LIMITER, which prevents the overload of succeeding

amplifier AMP-2 for large pulses. The output of AMP-2 is divided into

two, and the one is sent to F-ADCmodule for amplitude analysis and the

other is sent to TDC module through the discriminator for particle position

measurement. Both F-ADCand TDC modules are in the CAMAC crate. In the

second scheme (b), a semi-Gaussian shaping integrator is introduced for

fast signal shaping. In both schemes, a pole-zero shortening filter is

installed in the preamplifier.

A 6-bit F-ADC measures amplitudes of signals with 40ns sampling inter-

vals and the digitized data are stored in the 64 bit-deep shift register

boarded on the same CAMAC module. For each event, the data are transferred

through CAMAC to a mini-computer PANAFACOM U-400 which is linked on-line

to the central computer FACOM M180II/AD at the INS Computer Center.

In the following, we describe the detail of each component. AMP-1
4)and AMP-2 are the standard direct-coupled amplifiers developed at INS

and are not mentioned here.

3. Preamplifier

A circuit diagram of the preamplifier is shown in Fig. 3. This

circuit was originally designed by Boie et al. We analyzed the principle

and adjusted circuit parameters to meet our readout scheme of 40ns sampling.

In designing the preamplifier, followings were taken into account;

(1) to have basic characteristics of fast response, high gain and

low noise,

(2) to make the signal shaping which matches with the 40ns sampling

interval of F-ADC,

(3) to reduce the signal pile-up due to preceding pulses by suppress-

ing long signal tails.

The preamplifier circuit consists of a two-stage common-base amplifier,

a pole-zero pulse shortening filter and emitter followers. In the present

fabrication, four preamplifiers are boarded on one printed card as is

shown in Fig. 4.

3-1. First-stage Common-base Amplifier
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Transisters Q_, Q- and Q« composes the first-stage preamplifier.

Current signals from the drift chamber are integrated with the input circuit.

In the case of common-base configuration, the integration time constant of

the input circuit is determined by the emitter resistance r of Q1 and by

the input capacitance C* which is composed of the chamber capacitance and

the stray capacitance. When we assume that r = 50fi and Cin K 20 pf, the

integration time constant is about Ins. This value is relatively small

compared to the rise time of the chamber signal itself.

A current signal from the chamber for point ionization is expressed as

where to and io are constants determined by the chamber geometry, applied

voltage and gas composition. According to Boie et al. , this form can

be approximately decomposed into a sum of three exponential functions as

i (t) = io [ Ae
 T A + Be T B + Ce TC ] , (2)

where A = 0.79, B = 0.185, C = 0.024, xA = 1.6ns, xB = 13.5ns and T C = 113ns.

Compared to the fastest component in the eq.(2), the integration time

constant at the input stage is still relatively small.

When the cut-off frequency of the first transister Q is large enough

and Q is operated in the common-base mode, the current amplification factor

of Q, is a - 1 and the collector current of Q,. is equal to the current from

the chamber.

As a first stage transister, we have tested various NPN silicon epita-

xial transistars available in the market. Generally speaking, Q.. should

have large values of f and hf£, a small value of C ^ and a small noise

figure. Also price is an important factor for the large scale application.

Test was made by putting a square impulse to the test input through 20 pf

capacitor. Output signal shapes for the square impulse input of 0,32 mV

in amplitude and 100ns in width are shown in Fig. 5. Characteristic data

are summarized in Table 1, where the peak amplitude of the signal, the

noise amplitude (half of the peak-to-peak value) and their ratio are listed.

The signal-to-noise ratio ranges from 11.4 to 13.8 . By taking the price
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into account, we finally have chosen 2SC2369(NEC).

3-2. Pole-Zero Filter

As stated in the previous section, the current signal from the chamber

can be approximated by the sum of three exponential functions of time

constants XA = 1.6ns, Xg = 13.5ns a-.d Xp= 113ns. Among these, slow compo-

nents may induce the signal pile-up at the high signal rate. In the

longitudinal drift chamber, current pulses come sequentially in a short

time interval. Therefore it is very important to reduce the pile-up

effect for an accurate pulse height measurement.

To reduce the signal tail, a pole-zero filter consisting of an RC-
3)network could be used as shown in Fig. 6 . In general, the transfer

function of the pole-zero network in the Laplace domain is given by

(3)

where x = R, C, and k = (R.+Rr,)/R.. When we assume that the input signal

form is given by i(t) = Ae , the signal in the Laplace domain is expressed

as i(p) = A/(p+l/x), where x is the decay time constant. The output signal

of the pole-zero filter is, therefore, given as

v o u t( P) - i(p)-f(P)

If the time constant of the pole-zero filter x is chosen to be i = x»

the decay time constant of the output signal becomes x/k.

Next, we will consider the choise of x . In our preamplifier, the

decay time of the signal at the input stage of the pole-zero filter is

mainly determined by the transfer function of the first stage amplifier.

Decay time constant x is given by R7c where c is the sum of the collector
L c c

capacitance of Q.. , the base capacitance of Q« and the stray capacitances.

In our arrangement, x is around 50ns. Also a slow component of the chamber

signal (tg= 113ns) still remains and is superposed to the main component.

Fig. 6 shows the response function of the pole-zero filter for various para-

meters of T, T- and k. when we choose x as x = x, signal tails can not

v p p
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be suppressed completely. If we choose x as x < T < T Q » signal tails

could be cancelled reasonably well with one pole-zero filter. Detailed

discussions on the signal shaping is described elsewhere . Finally, we

have chosen 70ns for x by setting C = 230 pf, R = 300fl and R2 = 12.5fl.

3-3. Noise of the Preamplifier

The noise of the preamplifier is mainly determined by the circuit

composition of the first-stage common-base amplifier. Therefore, para-

meters of this circuit, such as the transister Q. and its bias current,

should be selected carefully. The noise figure is expressed in terms of

the equivalent noise charge at the input of the preamplifier. A total

equivalent noise charge, ENC 2 is a sum of the paralell noise and the

series noise;

ENCT
2 = ENCp

2 + ENCg
2 . (5)

The parallel noise is comprised of the detector noise, thermal noises

of bias current and bias resistance. This can be treated as a current

source paralell to the input capacitance. On the otherhand, the series

noise is produced inside the amplifier and can be treated as a voltage

source in series to the input.

When both transisters Q. and Q_ are operated with the sam-3 bias

current, each noise can be expressed as

and ENCp
2 = -f [-gj— + 4kT ( i + j-)] . (7)

e i Z

where t is a time interval of the weighting function assumed to be
m

triangular, I is the bias current and hf is the current amplification

factor.

To reduce the noise, input capacitance C^n should be kept small, and

R and R? should be large. Also it is important to choose the transister

Q. with larger current gain hf . Noise values are calculated for various

sets of parameters. Results are shown in Fig. 7. In our case, the calcu-

lated value is ENC = 1700 electrons.
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3-4. Output signal shape

Output signal shape of the preamplifier was observed for a point

ionization produced by 55Fe X-rays of 5.9 keV. By adjusting parameters

of the pole-zero filter, a reasonably symmetric signal shape was obtained

even with one pole-zero filter. Typical examples of the output signal for

55Fe X-rays are shown in Fig. 8, where the time constant of the pole-zero

filter is adequately adjusted in (a), and is not optimized in (b). Rise

time and fall time of the signal are around 20ns and a full-width at half-

maxirauni of the signal is about 30ns. On the oscilloscope, the signal tail

is very small and can not be seen. However, when the signal is analyzed

with F-ADC,a few % of the peak amplitude could be observed even at the time

lys after the signal peak. This means that the slow component of the signal

can not be cancelled completely with one pole-zero filter only. Further

signal shaping with two pole-zero filters and/or a semi-Gaussian shaping

integrator will be discussed later.

Output wave form for passing-through particles are shown in Fig. 9. The

width of the current pulse train is about 1.6 psec, which corresponds

to the drift time of electrons ove- 56mm. Amplitude of each pulse reflects

the size of the ionization cli.'r;..er in the chamber. Very big pulse may be

due to the 6-ray effect.

3-5. Gain of the Preamplifier

Gain of the preamplifier was measured by using a frequency spectrum

analyzer. Fig. 10 shows the gain as a function of the signal frequency.

The maximum gain of about 45dB was observed at the frequency of 30 MHz.

Channel-to-channel gain variation was about 10%. Fig. 11 shows the input-

output linearity of the preamplifier for the impulse input. Linear relation

was obtained in the output amplitude range from 2mV to IV, and the noise

amplitude of the preamplifier was ±1.5mV.

4. Limiter

The purpose of using a limiter is to prevent the signal saturation at

the last-stage amplifier. As is shown in Fig. 9, very big pulses occasionally
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maximum of the signa1 is about 30ns. On the osci11oscope， the signa1 tai1 

is very sma11 and can not be seen. However， when the signa1 is ana1yzed 

with F-ADC， a few % of the peak amp1itude cou1d be observed even at the time 

l~s after the signa1 peak. This means that the slow component of the signa1 

can not be cance11ed comp1etely with one po1e-zero fi1ter on1y. Further 

signa1 shaping with two po1e-zero fi1ters and/or a semi-Gaussian shaping 

integrator wi1l be discussed 1ater. 

Output wave form for passing-through partic1es are shown in Fig. 9. The 

width of the current pu1se train is about 1.6μsec， which corresponds 

to the drift time of e1ectrons ove" 56mm. Amplitude of each pu1se reflects 

the size of the ionization cl 1! ~~er in the chamber. Very big pu1se may be 

due to the占-rayeffect. 

3-5. Gain of the Preamp1ifier 

Gain of the preamp1ifier was measured by using a frequency spectrum 

ana1yzer. Fig. 10 shows the gain as a function of the signa1 frequency. 

The maxi皿umgain of about 45dB was observed at the frequency of 30凹 z.

Channe1-to-channe1 gain variation was about 10%. Fig. 11 shows the input-

output linearity of the preamp1ifier for the impu1se input. Linear re1ation 

was obtained in the output amp1itude range from 2mV to 1V， and the noise 

amp1itude of the preamp1ifier was士1.5mV.

4. Limiter 

The purpose of using a 1imiter i6 to prevent the signal saturation at 

the 1ast-stage amp1ifier. As is shown in Fig. 9， very big pulses occasiona11y 
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emerge in the pulse train due to 6-rays in the ionization process. When

the amplifier saturates for big pulses, output pulse width increases because

of the overload effect. This pulse broadening deforms the signal shape

of succeeding pulses.

As for the limiter circuit, good linearity for the small-amplitude

signal and fast recovery from the overload are required in addition to

the sharp cut-off characteristics. The present circuit, which is shown

in Fig. 12, is designed to have a cut-off level of -140mV and a linearity

up to -lOOmV at the output stage. Output pulses from the limiterare farther

amplified by a factor of 17, and after divided into two, they are1sent to

the F-ADC of which the maximum amplitude accepted is -IV.

The circuit consists of two common-base transister Q and Q,, constant

current sources Q and Q_ and clamp diodes D. and D . Fast responce of

the limiter is due to the common-base transisters. In the circuit, the

bias current of Q flows into Q through Q and also the bias current of Q,.

The current in Q- is always constant stabilized with the zenor diode D,.

The current in Q? is decreased in proportion to the input signal amplitude

and the current in Q, is increased to compensate the constant Q, current.

For an excessive input signal, Q? is cut-off and all of the Q. current together

with the D, current go to the input side. Therefore the cut-off level of

the limiter is determined by the bias current of Q . The clamp diode D

plays a role to suppress ringing at the collector of Q_ for the big signal

and to speed up the recovery. A zero-level at the input stage is adjusted

by the variable resister located at the base of Q .

Gain of the limiter is measured to be 0.8 and the linearity curve is

shown in Fig. 13. The output starts to saturate at the input of -120mV and the

input over -200mV is limited to the output level of -140mV.

5. Semi-Gaussian Shaping Integrator

A semi-Gaussian shaping amplifier was used to farther shape the chamber

signal to reduce the tail. Circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 14, which is

the same as the one by Boie et al. In this circuit, the common-base

configuration is used as in the preamplifier.

A transfer function of this circuit is given by
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where T is the integration time constant determined as T =Or e, C is the

attached capacitance and r is the emitter resistance of the transister.

In our case, C = 20 pf, r « lOOfi and T » 2ns. Fig. 15 shows the responce

of the semi-Gaussian shaping amplifier for a step pulse calculated by the

finite cusp approximation. When the number of integration stages n is

increased, a more symmetric signal shape can be obtained. In our case,

with n = 8, the semi-Gaussian signal shape with a FWHM of about 16ns can

be expected.

In the present arrangement of the readout electronics for the drift

chamber, output signal from the preamplifier is already reasonably symmetric

and the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator is not mandatory. In fact, there

can not be found any appreciable difference in dE/dx resolutions for the

set up with and without the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator. However,

when we looked at the signal shape for 55Fe X-rays in detail with the

FADC, clear differences were observed as described later.

6. Fast Sampling ADC Module

INS-HE 8012 QUAD F-ADC module was developed to sample the analogue

signal amplitude from the longitudinal drift chamber with 40ns sampling

intervals. Block diagram of F-ADC is shown in Fig. 16. Principal compo-

nents of this module are a 6-bit Flash ADC (TDC 1014J) and a 64 bit-

deep shift register (TDC 1005J) ^. The former digitizes the amplitude

into 6-bit data and the latter stores them. Both F-ADC and shift register

can be operated with the 25MHz clock. The data in the shift register is

tranferred to the computer memory through CAMAC bus lines.

On the single CAMAC board, four channels of F-ADC are assembled.

On the front panel, four data inputs, and inputs cf tho trigger signal and

the clock signal are furnished. F-ADC inputs accept the negative signal

from OV to -IV and this range can be reduced by changing the reference

voltage of F-ADC. At the present setup, we applied the off-set voltage

of +100mV to the reference in order to study the detailed behaviour of

small amplitude noises. By doing this, the off-set of 5-6 channels is

obtained at the F-ADC output. Specifications of this module is given
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where T is the integration time constant determined as T =C'r巴， C is the 

attached capacitance and r is the emitter resistance of the transister. 
巴

1n our case， C 20 pf， r 1!t 100[1 and T '?! 2ns. Fig. 15 shows the responce 
e . 

of the semi-Gaussian shaping amp1ifier for a step pu1se ca1cu1ated by the 

finite cusp approximation. When the number of integration stages n is 

increased， a more symmetric signa1 shape can be obtained. 1n our case， 

with n 8， the semi-Gaussian signa1 shape with a FWHM of about 16ns can 

be expected. 

1n the present arrangement of the readout e1ectronics for the drift 

chamber， output signa1 from the preamp1ifier is a1ready reasonab1y symmetric 

and the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator is not mandatory. 1n fact， there 

can not be found any appreciab1e difference in dE/dx reso1utions for the 

set up with and without the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator. ~owever ， 

when we 100ked at the signa1 shape for 55Fe X-rays in detai1 with the 

FADC， c1ear differences were observed as described 1ater. 

6. Fast Samp1ing ADC Modu1e 

1NS-HE 8012 QUAD F-ADC modu1e was devc10ped to samp1e the ana10gue 

signa1 amp1itude from the 1ongitudina1 drift chamber with 40ns samp1ing 

interv~1s. B10ck diagram of F-ADC is shown in Fig. 16. Principa1 comp円開

6) 
nents of this modu1e are a 6-bit F1ash ADC (TDC 1014J) u; and a 6l.' bit-

6) 
deep shift register (TDC 1005J)vJ. The former digitizes the amp1itude 

into 6-bit data and the 1atter stores them. Both F-ADC and shift register 

can be operated with the 25MHz c1ock. The data in the shift register is 

tranfe:::-red to the computer me四orythrough CAMAC bus 1ines. 

On the sing1e CAMAC board， four channe1s of F-ADC are assemb1ed. 

On the front pane1， four data inputs， and inputs cf th~ trigger signa1 and 

the c10ck signa1 are furnished. F-ADC inputs accept the negative signa1 

from OV to -1V and this range can be reduced by changing the reference 

vo1tage of F-ADC. At the present setup， we app1ied the off-set vo1tage 

of +10OmV to the reference in order to study th巴 detailedbehaviour of 

sma11 amp1itude noises. By doing this， the off-set of 5-6 channe1s is 

obtained at the F-ADC output. Specifications of this modu1e is given 
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in Table 2. Detailed circuit diagrams are shown in Fig. 17. Followings

are the short description of CAMAC functions.

6-1. AD conversion

CAMAC command F26-AO sets the flip-flop 1 and which makes the module

ready for AD conversion. When the trigger signal is applied, flip-flop

2 is set and the 25MHz clock is delivered to F-ADC and shift registers.

Then analogue signals are digitized in 6-bit outputs and these data are

stored in the shift registers sequentially. Depth of the shift register

is 64 bits and when the memory is filled with the data sent by 64 clocks,

the clock is stopped by resetting the flip-flop 2 with the end signal

from the counter. This counter has a digital switch and the count end

signal can be varied from 60 clocks to 69 clocks. By choosing the suitable

value, the digitized data can be stored in the optimum region of the shift

register even if the timing between the trigger and the analogue signal

is shifted with each other.

6-2. Inhibit

CAMAC command F26-AO sets the flip-flop 1 and the first trigger is

accepted. By this trigger, the flip-flop 1 is reset and following trigger

signals are inhibited as far as the F26-AO is not sent from the CAMAC.

6-3. Q-Response

Q-resister is set to logical "1" by the trigger signal through the

flip-flop 2. The content of the Q resister is stored until the clear signal

comes through CAMAC command C or Z. When the inquiry from the computer

comes through the CAMAC command F8-AO, Q-responce is sent to the computer.

6-4. Readout of Data

The data in the shift register is read out by the CAMAC function F0.

The data in the channel 1 ai.d 2 are read out by the CAMAC function F0-AO

and the ones in the channel 3 and 4 are read out by F0-A1. The data are
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in Tab1e 2. Detai1ed circuit diagrams are shown in Fig. 17. Fo11owings 

are the short description of CAMAC functions. 

6-1. AD conversion 

CAMAC co阻 nandF26・AOsets the f1ip-f1op 1 and which makes the modu1e 

ready for AD conversion. When the trigger signa1 is app1ied， f1ip-f1op 

2 is set and the 25MHz 三ユockis de1ivered to F-ADC and shift registers. 

Then ana10gue signa1s are digitized in 6-bit outputs and these data are 

stored in the shift registers sequentia11y. Depth of the shift register 

is 64 bits and when the rnernory is fi11ed with the data sent by 64 c1ocks， 

the c10ck is stopped by resetting the f1ip-f1op 2 with the end signal 

from the counter. This counter has a digital switch and the count end 

signal can be varied from 60 clocks to 69 c1ocks. By choo、ingthe suitab1e 

va1ue， the digitized data can be stored in the optimum region of the shift 

register even if the timing between the trigger and the ana10gue signa1 

is shifted with each other. 

6-2. Inhibit 

CAMAC command F26・AOsets the f1ip-f1op 1 and the first trigger is 

accepted. By this trigger， the f1ip-f1op 1 is reset and fol1owing trigger 

signals are inhibited as far as the F26・AOis not sent from the CAMAC. 

6-3. Q-Response 

Q-resister is set to logica1 "1" by the trigger siglla1 through the 

flip-f10p 2. The content of the Q resister 1s stored unti1 the c1ear signa1 

comes through CAMAC command C or Z. When the inquiry from the computer 

comes through the CAMAC command F8・AO，Q-responce is sent to the computer. 

6-4. Readout of Data 

The data in the sh1ft register is read out by the CAMAC function FD. 

The data in the channel 1 al.d 2 are read out by the CAMAC func仁ionFO・AO

and the ones in the channe1 3 and 4 are read out by FO・Al. The data are 
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arranged in a unit of byte, and the 6-bit data in the channel 1 and 3 are

connected to the CAMAC read-line from Rl to R6 and those in the channel

2 and 4 are connected to the CAMAC read-line from R9 to R14. CAMAC functions

FO-AO and F0-A1 also shift the data in the shift register by one bit. There-

fore, by sending the command FO-AO 64 times, all the data in the shift regis-

ters in channels 1 and 2 are read out, and the same for the command FO•dl.

Flow chart of the program is shown in Fig. 18.

7. Performance of Readout Electronics

A detailed test of the fine dE/dx sampling with the electronics described

here was carried out by using the pion and electron beams from the INS elec-

tron synchrotron. Results have been reported elsewhere . Here the effect

of the electronics performance of the dE/dx measurement will be summarized.

7-1. Signal Shape for Point lonization

Effect of the signal shaping could be tested best for the point ioniza-

tion using 55Fe X-rays of 5.9 keV. In this case, the chamber current shape

is close to an ideal form of eq.(l). Output wave form from the preamplifier

was already shown in Fig. 8. We measured this wave form by using the fast

sampling ADC under various conditions of signal shaping.

1. without pole-zero filter and without semi-Gaussian shaping integrator

2. with one pole-zero filter of T = 70ns

3. with two pole-zero filters of T = 70ns and T = 2ys

4. with one pole-zero filter of T = 70ns and a semi-Gaussian shaping

integrator of T ~ 2ns.

5. with two pole-zero filters of x = 70ns and T = 2US and a semi-
P P

Gaussian shaping integrator of T * 2ns.

For this test, second pole-zero filter was installed at the output of the

preamplifier.

Averaged signal shape was obtained by accumulating 1000 identical events

for 55Fe X-rays of 5.9 keV. Events for 3 keV energy lose were rejected with

the discriminator threshold. It has to be mentioned that the clock signal

of the F-ADC module was not synchronized to the trigger signal generated by

the discriminator. Therefore, in the time-sliced pulse height spectrum,
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A detai1ed test of the fine dE/dx sampling with the e1ectronics described 

here was carried out by using the pion and e1ectron beams from the 1NS e1ec-
2) 

tron synchrotron. Resu1ts have been reported e1sewhere~J. Here the effect 

of the e1ectronics performance of the dE/dx measurement wi11 be summarized. 

7-1. Signa1 Shape for Point Ionization 

Effect of the signa1 shaping could be tested best for the point ioniza-

tion using 55Fe X-rays of 5.9 keV. 1n this case， the chamber current shape 
is c10se to an idea1 form of eq.(l). Output wave form from the preamp1ifier 

was a1ready shown in Fig. 8. We measured this wave form by using t~e fast 

samp1ing ADC under various conditions of signa1 shaping. 

1. without po1e-zero fi1ter and without semi-Gaussian shaping integrator 

2.with one pole-zero f11ter of TP=70ns 

3. with two po1e-zero fi1ters of τ70ns and τ2jls 
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4. with one pole-zero filter of T_ 70ns and a semi-Gaussian shaping 
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integrator of T ~ 2ns・

5. with two po1e-zero fi1ters of τ70ns and τ2¥ls and a semi-
P 

Gaussian shaping integrator of T ~ 2ns. 

For this test， second po1e-zero fi1ter was insta11ed at the output of the 

preamp1ifier. 

Averaged signa1 shape was obtained by accumu1ating 1000 identica1 events 

for 55Fe X-rays of 5.9 keV. Events for 3 keV energy 1usこ wererejected with 

the discriminator thresho1d. It has to be mentioned that the c10ck signa1 

of the F-ADC modu1e was not synchronized to the trigger signa1 generated by 

the discriminator. Therefore， in the time-s1iced pu1se height spectrum， 
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a time jitter of 40ns (1 time bin) was folded in the signal shape measure-

ment for 55Fe X-rays.

Without the pole-zero filter and the semi-Gaussian integrator, the

FWHM of the signal was around 100ns and the signal had an exponential tail.

Several % of the peak amplitude remained at the time 0.5 ps after the peak.

When one pole-zero filter was introduced, the FWHM of the signal became

narrow, about 30ns observed, on the storage oscilloscope, but the long tail

remained. With two pole-zero filters, the signal became narrower and the

tail was much suppressed, however signal shape was still asymmetric. When

the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator was added after the pole-zero filter,

the more symmetric signal shape was obtained and almost perfect tail cancel-

lation was realized. But the signal width was increased to be about 30-40ns

on the oscilloscope.

Arrangement of the signal shaping circuits should be determined from

the requirement of the experiment. Too many circuits are not preferable for

the large-scale application.

7-2. Signal Shape for Passing-through Particle

Performance of the readout system for passing through particles was

tested with the pion and electron beams. Output wave form from the pre-

amplifier has already been shown in Fig. 9. Here the wave form sampled with

F-ADC is shown in Fig. 20, (a) for the single event and (b) for 2800 events.

These data were taken with the pulse shaping only with the pole-zero filter

of T = 70ns. In the longitudinal drift chamber, the amplitude at the leading

edge of the time-sliced spectrum corresponds to dE/dx in the amplification

region around the anode wire and the amplitude in the plateau region corres-

ponds to dE/dx in the drift space. For the test of fine dE/dx sampling,

only the data in the plateau region were analyzed.

In Fig. 20, it is seen that the average pulse height in the plateau

region of the time-sliced spectrum increases gradually toward the end of the

drift space. The magnitude of this rise amounts to 10-20% of the average

amplitude. This may deteriorate the dE/dx resolution. We studied the origin

of this effect. Two possible sources in the readout electronics could be

considered; (1) superposition of small signal tails and (2) imperfect base-

line restoration. We observed the signal shape for the passing-through particle
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the requirement of the experiment. T~o many circuits are not preferable for 

the 1arge-sca1e app1ication. 

7-2. Signa1 Shape for Passing-through Partic1e 

Performance of the readout system for passing through partic1es was 

tested with the pion and e1ectron beams. Output wave form from the pre四

amp11fier has a1ready been shown in Fig. 9. Here the wave form samp1ed with 

F-ADC is shown in Fig. 20， (a) for the sing1e event and (b) for 2800 events. 

These data were taken with the pu1se shaping on1y with the pole-zero fi1ter 

of τP=70ns.In the longitudinal drift chamber ，the amplitude at the leading 

edge of the time-s1iced spectrum corresponds to dE/dx in the amp1ification 

region around the anode wire and the amp1itude in the p1ateau region corres-

ponds to dE/dx in the drift space. For the test of fine dE/dx samp1ing， 
on1y the data in the p1ateau region were ana1yzed. 

In Fig. 20， it is seen that the average pu1se height in the p1ateau 

region of the time-s1iced spectrum increases gradua11y toward the end of the 

drift space. The magnitude of this rise amounts to 10-20% of the average 

amp1itude. This田 ydeteriorate the dE/dx reso1ution. We studied the origin 

of this effect. Two possib1e sources in the readout electronics cou1d be 

consideredo (1) superposition of sma11 signa1 tai1s and (2) imperfect base-

1ine restoration. We observed the signa1 shape for the passing-thr.ough partic1e 
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by using the storage oscilloscope and the base-line shift at the end of the

pulse train was not observed. Actually in our electronics system, base-line

restorers were installed at DC-coupled amplifiers AMP-1 and AMP-2.

Effect of remaining signal tails were studied quantitatively by a Monte

Carlo simulation. Results shows that, if the signal tail of a few % remains

at the time 1.0 us after its peak, superposition of such tails can easily

produce 10-20 % rise at the end of the pulse train.

7-3. Results of Fine dE/dx Sampling

By using eight channels of this readout electronics, particle selectivity

between pions and electrons at the momenta of 500 MeV/c was measured. As the

large-scale application has been considered, main part of the data were

taken with one pole-zero filter. It is found that, with 1.4 mm sampling,

particle selectivity is improved by a factor of 1.7 compared with 21 mm

sampling when the data only in the narrow drift space (14mm) is used. When

the data from the wider drift space (42mm) is used, the particle selectivity

deteriorates by a factor of 10-20%. This deterioration of dE/dx resolution

is mainly due to the slight non-uniformity of the averaged pulse height over

the wide drift space as shown in Fig. 20. This non-uniformity might be

caused by the accumulation of small signal tails discussed before. In our

detailed analysis of dE/dx resolution, this effect could not be corrected at

the data analysis stage. Therefore it is critically important to assure the

good uniformity in the electronics system. The signal tail cancellation and

good base-line restoration are the key factors to achieve the better dE/dx

resolution.

8. Conclusions

The fast, low noise preamplifiers, the signal shaping filters and the

fast sampling F-ADC modules have been successfully used for the test of fine

dE/dx sampling method. The present parameters of the signal shaping circuit

are well matched to the sampling interval of 40ns which is determined mainly

from the speed of F-ADC.

Recently, a faster F-ADC with the sampling interval of 10ns is available.

When this is used, much faster signal shaping is required.
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by using the storage osci11oscope and the base-1ine shift at the end of the 

pu1se tra:l.n was not observed. Actua11y in our e1ectronics system， base-1ine 
restorers were insta11ed at DC-coup1ed amp1ifiers AMP-1 and AMP-2. 

Effect of remaining signa1 tai1s were studied quantitative1y by a Monte 

Car10 simu1ation. Resu1ts shows that， if the signa1 tai1 of a few % remains 

at the time 1.0 ~s after its peak， superposition of such tai1s can easi1y 

produce 10-20 % rise at tha end of the pu1se train. 

2) 
7-3. Results of Fine dE/dx Samp1ing 

By using eight channe1s of this readout e1ectronics， partic1e se1ectivity 
between pions and e1ectrons at the momenta of 500 MeV/c was measured. As the 

1arge-sca1e app1ication has been considered，皿ainpart of the data were 

taken with one po1e-zero fi1ter. It is found that， with 1.4 mm samp1ing， 
partic1e se1ectivity is improved by a factor of 1.7 compared with 21 mm 

samp1ing when the data on1y in the narrow drift space (14mm) is uSed. When 

the data from the wider drift space (42mm) is used， the partic1e se1ectivity 

deteriorates by a factor of 10-20%. This deterioration of dE/dx reso1ution 

is main1y due to the s1ight non-uniformity of the averaged pu1se height over 

the wide drift space as shown in Fig. 20. This non-uniformity might be 

caused by the accumu1ation of sma11 signa1 tai1s discussed before. 1n our 

detai1ed ana1ysis of dE/dx reso1ution， tnis effect cou1d not be corrected at 
the data ana1ysis stage. Therefore it is critica11y important to assure the 

good uniformity in the e1ectronics system. The signa1 tai1 cancel1atiヲnand 

good base-1ine restoration are the key factors to achieve the better dE/dx 

reso1ution. 

8. Conc1usions 

The fast， 10w noise preamp1ifiers， the signa1 shaping fi1ters and the 

fast samp1ing F-ADC modu1es have been successfu11y used for the test of fine 

dE/dx samp1ing method. The present para臨 tersof the signa1 shaping circuit 

are we11 matched to the samp1ing interva1 of 40ns which is determined main1y 

from the speed of F-ADC. 

Recent1y， a faster F-ADC with the samp1ing interva1 of 10ns is avai1ab1e. 

When this is used， much faster signa1 shaping is required. 

内

4



Present technique of digitizing fast analogue signals from the drift

chamber may be very useful when one wants to extract dE/dx informations

together with the positional informations.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Principle of fine dE/dx sampling with the longitudinal drift

chamber.

Fig. 2. Blockdiagram of readout electronics.

(a) without the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator, and

(b) with the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator.

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the preamplifier.

Fig. 4. Printed card of the preamplifier, where four channels are

assembled.

Fig. 5. Response of the preamplifier for square input pulses of 0.32 mV

in amplitude and 100ns in width. Various transisters were tested

for Ql.

Horizontal scale: 50ns/div., Vertical scale: 5 mV/div.

Fig. 6, Response of the pole-zero filter, where (a) T = 50ns, k = 30

and T is a variable, (b) T = 50ns, T = 80ns and k is a variable.
P P

Fig. 7. Noise figures of the preamplifier.

Fig. 8. Signal shape at the output of the preamplifier for 55Fe X-rays,

where (a) T is optimized and (b) T is not optimized.

Fig. 9. Signal shape at the output of the preamplifier for the (a) pion and

for the (b) electron passing through the chamber.

Fig. 10. Gain of the preamplifier as a function of frequency.

Fig. 11. Linearity of the preamplifier.

Fig. 12. Circuit diagram of the limiter.

Fig. 13. Linearity of the limiter.

Fig. 14. Circuit diagram of the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator.

Fig. 15. Response of the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator.

Fig. 16. Block diagram of the F-ADC module.

Fig. 17. Circuit diagram of the F-ADC module.

Fig. 18. Flow chart of the program for the F-ADC.

Fig. 19. Averaged signal shape for 55Fe X-rays.

(1) without pole-zero filter and without semi-Gaussian shaping

integrator.

(2) with one pole-zero filter of T = 70ns.
P

(3) with two pole-zero filters of T = 70ns and x = 2us.
P P

(4) with one pole-zero filter of T = 70ns and a semi-Gaussian
shaping integrater of T ̂ 2 n s .
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Princip1e of fine dE/dx samp1ing with the 1ongitudina1 drift 

chamber. 

Fig. 2. B10ckdiagram of readout e1ectronics. 

(a) without the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator， and 
(b) with the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator. 

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the preamp1ifier. 

Fig. 4. Printed card of the preamp1ifier， where four channe1s are 

assemb1ed. 

Fig. 5. Response of the preamp1ifier for square input pu1ses of 0.32 mV 

in amp1itude and 100ns in width. Various transisters were tested 

for Ql. 

Horizonta1 sca1e: 50ns/div.， Vertica1 sca1e: 5 mV/div. 

Fig. 6， Response of the po1e-zero fi1ter， where (a) T 50ns， k 30 

and T is a variab1e， (b) T 50ns， 1 80ns and k is a variab1e. 
P 

Fis. 7. Noise figures of the preamp1ifier. 

Fig. 8. Signa1 shape at the output of the preamp1ifier for 55Fe X-rays， 

where (a)TP1s optimized and (b)TP1s not opt11I11zed. 

Fig. 9. Signa1 shape at the output of the preamp1ifier for the (a) pion and 

for the (b) e1ectron passing ，through the chamber. 

Fig. 10. Gain of the preamp1ifier as a function of frequency. 

Fig・11. Linearity of the preamp1ifier. 

Fig. 12. Circuit diagram of the 1imiter. 

Fig・13. Linearity of the 1imiter. 

Fig. 14. Circuit diagram of the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator. 

Fig. 15. Response of the semi-Gaussian shaping integrator. 

Fig. 16. B10ck diagram of the F-ADC modu1e. 

Fig. 17. Circuit diagr.am of the F-ADC modu1e. 

Fig. 18. F10w chart of the program for the F-ADC. 

Fig. 19. Averaged signa1 shape for 55Fe X-rays. 

(1) without po1e-zero fi1ter and without s田 i-Gaussianshaping 

integrator. 

(2)with one pole-zero filter of Tp=70ns. 

(3)with two pole-zero filters of TP=7OIls and yp=2ps. 

(4) with one po1e-zero fi1ter of T_ 70ns and a semi-Gaussian 
P 

shaping integrater of T含 2ns.

一15-



(5) with two pole-zero filters of T = 70ns and T = 2us and a
P P

semi-Gaussian shaping integrater of T & 2ns.

Fig. 20. Time sliced pulse height spectrum for passing-through particles

with the signal shaping with only one pole-zerD filter.

(a) for single event and

(b) for 2800 events.

- 16 -

(5) with two pole-zero filters of T 70ns and T 2~s and a 
P 

semi-Gaussian shaping integrater of Tダ 2ns.

Fig. 20. Time sliced pulse height spectrum for passing-through particles 

with the signal shaping with only one pole-zerョfilter.

(a) for single event and 

(b) for 2800 events. 
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Table 1. Selection of the Transister Ql

fT(GHz) CQb (PF) Cre(pF) Signal (peak) Noise(p-p)/2 S/N Cost(Yen)

2SC

2SC

2SC

2SC

2SC

2SC

2SC

387A

390

1553

2114

2115

2369

3029

1

1

4

7

6

4

4

.5

.5

.5

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

.5

.0

.9

.0

.6

.6

.2

0

0

0

-

.4

.8

.45

-

18

20

20

16

19

20

23

.1

.6

1.55

1.45

1.55

1.4

1.45

1.6

2.05

12.1

13.8

12.9

11.4

13.1

12.5

11.5

220

1350

4000

1050

660

170

100*
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Tab1e 1. Se1ection of the Transister Q1 

f
T 
(GHz) Cob (pF) Cre (pF) Sigl!al(p巴ak) Noise(p-p)/2 S/N Cost (Yen) 

2SC 387A 1 1.5 18.1 1.55 12.1 220 

2SC 390 l 1.0 20 1.45 13.8 1350 

2SC 1553 4.5 0.9 0.4 20 1.55 12.9 4000 

2SC 2114 7 1.0 0.8 16 1.4 11.4 1050 

2SC 2115 6.5 0.6 0.45 19 1.45 13.1 660 

2SC 2369 4.5 0.6 20 1.6 12.5 170 

2SC 3029 4 0.2 23.6 2.05 11.5 100* 
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Table 2

Quad F-ADC Specifications

Analog Input : 4 ; Lemo-type connectors ; 50Q direct-coupled ;

0 to -IV

: Lemo-type connector ; 5OJ2 direct-coupled ;

voltage > -IV

Clock Input Lemo-tupe connector ; 50n direct-coupxed ;

voltage > -IV ; frequency < 25 MHz

ADC Resolution 6 Bits

Memory Shift Register type (64 Bin)

Digitizing Time 40ns

Power Comsumption

+6V

-6V

-24V

1.3A

400mA

26mA

CASE CAMAC Standard single width module

CAMAC Function & Command

FO-AO

FO-Al

F8-AO or Al

F26-AO

C-S2

Z-S2

(CAMAC)

read group / register

ii

test LAM

enable

clear

initialize

(INS • KEK)

CH.l, CH.2 (read and shift)

CH.3, CH.4 ( " )

test DATA (Q=l)

inhibit enable

clear DATA

and

inhibit

- 18 -

Table 2 

Quad F-ADC Specifications 

Analog Input 4 Lemo-type connectors 50n direct-coupled 

o to -lV 

Lemo-type connector 50n direct-coupled 

voltage >ーlV

Clock Input Lemo-tupe connector 50n direct-coup~ed 

voltage > -lV frequency < 25 MHz 

ADC Resolution 6 Bits 

Memory Shift Register type (64 Bin) 

Digitizing Time 40ns 

Power Comsumption 

+6V 1.3A 

-6V 400mA 

-24V 26mA 

CASE CAMAC Standard single width module 

CAMAC Function & Command 

FO・AO

FO・Al

F8・AOor Al 

F26・AO

C.S2 

Z.S2 

(CAMAC) 

read group / register 

test LAM 

enable 

clear 

initialize 

" 

-18 -

(INS • KEK) 

CH.l， CH.2 (read and shift) 

CH.3， CH.4 ( 

test DATA (Q=l) 

illhibit enable 

clear DATA 

and 

inhibit 

" 
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Fig. 4
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